German workers are known to be some of the most productive in the world, leveraging a direct style of communication that leads to consensus. Berlin's competitive mindset undoubtedly contributes to the success of the German economy. Add outstanding architecture, exciting restaurants and bars, efficient public transportation, and English-speaking locals, and the city offers a compelling backdrop for a student internship.

**Culture and Competitive Mindset**

Intern with a Berlin startup and learn what it means to build a company alongside the founder and senior team. Many companies are small and new to the industry, but operate internationally, especially in Europe.*

**Technology**
Software systems, IT, hardware, AI, and more:
+ Peregrine
+ solutions.io
+ delphai

**Marketing, Communications, Advertising**
Social media, events, advertising, journalism, public relations, video production, and more:
+ Quinto
+ The Alphabet Initiative Agency
+ Catalyst Institute for Creative Arts and Technology

**Healthcare**
Health tech, digital health, research, and more:
+ Visséiro
+ Advosense
+ BOCAhealthcare

**Entrepreneurship**
Accelerators & tech startups, research, business development, community management, and more:
+ Impact Hub Berlin
+ Silicon Allee
+ Coworkies

**Business**
Financial services, operations, accounting, sales, general business, and more:
+ CAPITALS Circle Group
+ YUKKA Lab
+ Kiss of Wine

**Sustainability**
Environmental advocacy, green tech, content creation, event management, sustainable business development, and more:
+ Farmlyplace
+ Precycle
+ Climate-KIC

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.*